The dynamics of single-substrate continuous cultures: the role of ribosomes.
When a chemostat is perturbed from its steady state, it displays complex dynamics. For instance, if the identity of the growth-limiting substrate is switched abruptly, the substrate concentration and cell density undergo a pronounced excursion from the steady state that can last several days. These dynamics occur because certain physiological variables respond slowly. In the literature, several physiological variables have been postulated as potential sources of the slow response. These include transport enzymes, biosynthetic enzymes, and ribosomes. We have been addressing this problem by systematically exploring the role of these variables. In previous work Shoemaker et al. (J. Theor. Biol., 222 (2003) 307-322), we studied the role of transport enzymes, and we showed that transients starting from low transport enzyme levels could be quantitatively captured by a model taking due account of transport enzyme synthesis. However, there is some experimental data indicating that slow responses occur even if the initial enzyme levels are high. Here, we analyse this data to show that in these cases, the sluggish response is most probably due to slow adjustment of the ribosome levels. To test this hypothesis, we extend our previous model by accounting for the evolution of both the transport enzyme and the ribosomes. Based on a kinetic analysis of the data in the literature, we assume that the specific protein synthesis rate is proportional to the ribosome level, and the specific ribosome synthesis rate is autocatalytic. Simulations of the model show remarkable agreement with experimentally observed steady states and the transients. Specifically, the model predictions are in good agreement with (1) the steady-state profiles of the cell density, substrate concentration, RNA, proteins, and transport enzymes, (2) the instantaneous specific substrate uptake, growth, and respiration rates in response to a continuous-to-batch shift, and (3) the transient profiles of the cell density, substrate concentration, and RNA in response to feed switches and dilution rate shifts. Time-scale analysis of the model reveals that every transient response is a combination of two fundamental (and simpler) dynamics, namely, substrate-sufficient batch dynamics and cell-sufficient fed-batch dynamics. We obtain further insight into the transient response by analysing the equations describing these fundamental dynamics. The analysis reveals that in feed switches or dilution rate shift-ups, the transport enzyme reaches a maximum before RNA achieves its maximum, and in dilution rate shift-downs the cell density reaches a maximum before RNA achieves a minimum.